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YPLM # Feature List 
113 BI Reports: The BI Report folder now allows users to save preferred search parameters for 

future reference.  The user makes a selection within each filter, then ensures the save 
parameters option is checked and finally produces the reports by selecting View Reports.  The 
saved filter parameters is shown upon the user’s return to the BI report folder. 

46 Control Panel:  Within the Size Range Control Panel, users now have the option to remove any 
unwanted international size options. 

47 Material Folder: Within Material Groups users now have the ability to remove a size range on 
the Size/Treatment tab.    

37 Measurement Folder:  YuniquePLM offers users the ability to add measurement workflow 
comments to the following print previews: Measurement Imperial View with comments and 
Measurement Metric View with comments. 

39 Measurement Folder:  All measurement previews, appearing on the Measurement workflow 
page, now include a critical POM indicator.  

41 Measurement Folder:  YuniquePLM offers users the ability to add measurement workflow 
comments to the following print previews: Measurement Graded Spec, Imperial and Metric 
reports. 

32 Sample Request: Users can now name the “On-The-Fly” Sample Request preview.  This name 
will be displayed within the Style Tech Pack areas if the ‘SaveSamplePrintoutsToTechPack’ 
Application Setting is enabled. 

42 Sample Request: Added two new landscape sample request photos – print options for our 
standard sample requests.  

45 Sample Request: Added a new Application Setting, ‘OutOfToleranceAutoFitCommentsOnly’, 
when enabled will only generate AutoFit comments for POMs that are out of tolerance and 
when disabled, generates AutoFit comments for all POMS that do not match the original 
requested value regardless if they are in or out of tolerance. 

142 srmOn: Users have the ability to add AI images to a Sample Request within srmOn. 

44 Type Management: Admins can now create new Sample Request Statuses based off of existing 
statuses.  The application logic will match the original status that it was created from. Example: 
Copying ‘Approved’ status to create a new ‘Approved for fit’ status will mimic the same 
application functionality as the out of the box ‘Approved’ status.  
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YPLM # Defect List 
239 Admin Folder:  Updated the Type Management - Material Request status area to include the 

sort button functionality. 

241 Admin Folder:  Corrected an issue where renaming the Status Name of the Material Request 
status renders it inactive. 

205 Application: Corrected an issue once a new and active user group permission and new division 
is created did not appear.  

111 BI Folder: Corrected an issue where the BI Folder’s User To Do List (Style) and Global Line 
Report (4x2) returned an empty screen with no report.  

232 BI Folder: Corrected an issue where reports are incorrectly filtered when using the Style No 
search field.  

251 BI Folder: Corrected an issue where incorrect colors were appearing in the new statuses within 
the Material Submit Status and Style Dashboard reports.  

282 BI Folder: Corrected an issue with the BI Folder not displaying the data within the Snapshot 
table. 

48 BOM: Corrected an issue where the sort order in the BOM does not match the Material 
Group’s order. 

129* BOM:  Corrected an issue where changing the size range of a newly copied BOM, "Make Copy", 
resulted in lost colorway pitching.  

140* BOM:  Corrected an issue occurring in BOM copies, where colorways were missing for some 
materials. 

141 BOM: Corrected an issue where creating a new BOM from a copy does not reflect a creation 
date for the new BOM, rather the copy.  

144* BOM: Corrected a timeout error which occurred occasionally when removing a color from a 
BOM. 

145* BOM:  Corrected an issue where after pitching colors to a colorway resulted in the selections 
not displaying once saved. 

147* BOM: Corrected an issue where the Quantity field returns different decimal variations in the 
View, Edit and Color/Size dimension areas. 

149* BOM: Corrected an issue where the color chips were not sorted by color code. 

151* BOM:  Corrected an issue where the color/size quantity is recorded incorrectly in a 
dimensional BOM. 

209 BOM: Corrected an issue where the material quantity is recorded incorrectly in the BOM. 

215 BOM:  Corrected an OOTB bug where upgrading from version 7.3.0 to 7.3.2, resulted in the 
BOM quantity changing within the edit and view pages. 

34 Color Folder: Corrected an issue which occurs when adding multiple files then removing any 
selected files renders the “Expiry Date” calendar inoperable. 
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78 Color Folder: Corrected the Color chips AUTOID when creating new colors with the AI Plugin. 

110  Construction Details:  Corrected an issue where saving edits to the Construction Details page 
did not save on the first try.  

50 Design Details Page: Corrected the Design detail grid from auto-hiding once a user selects the 
SAVE option on a text-image page.  

80 Image Folder:  Corrected the EAV view name to display the actual name versus displaying a 
unique identifier.   

76 Line List: Corrected an issue where material types without permission are visible within the 
Line List - search list grid thus allowing users to add non-permissible types to their Line List.   

52 Material Folder: Renamed a column from Treatment/Size to Size/Treatment to remain 
consistent throughout the application.  

210 Material Folder: Corrected an issue where adding a new Trade Partner within the Material 
Folder-New Material area does not display the Trade Partner list. 

229 Material Folder: Corrected an issue where adding a new status of “Drop All” within the 
Material Request does not update the status bubble. 

230 Material Folder: Corrected an issue where the bubble indicator did not display correctly within 
the Material Request Workflow Color. 

233 Material Folder: Corrected an issue where new statuses for Material Request Types are 
incorrectly displayed in the Calendar.  

234 Material Folder: Corrected an issue where the Calendar displayed incorrect status names for 
new statuses.  

240 Material Folder: Corrected a filter within the material request page which does not work 
correctly with new statuses.  

146* Measurement Page: Corrected an issue where opening a specific Measurement Template 
resulted in error. 

40 Sample Request: Corrected an issue where the Sample Request Change Log does not capture 
All of the Size Variation changes.  

75 Sample Request: Corrected an issue where requesting a sample size from a vendor on the 
measurement page is not reflected on the Tech Pack. 

128 Sample Request: Corrected an error occurring when Creating a Spec in the QA Worksheet for 
the Norwegian, Swedish and French languages.  

177 Sample Request:  Corrected a sort order issue where the print preview does not match what is 
shown within the Multi-Submit sample. 

242 Sample Request: Corrected an issue where the Sample Status search filter did not retrieve a 
requested item used in a Sample Request.   

243 Sample Request: Corrected an issue where some Sample Request statuses contain an 
incorrect view within the Calendar. 

244 srmOn: Corrected an issue where Material Requests containing new statuses do not appear in 
the Calendar. 
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*These work items also apply to software version 7.3.2.  

  

250 srmOn: Corrected an issue with the submit status search filter not returning the new material 
request statuses. 

268 srmOn: Corrected an issue where users who add multiple file attachments then remove a 
selected file, results in an inoperable “Expiry Date” calendar. 

94 Style Folder: Updated users with limited permissions to have the ability to delete newly 
created Adhoc POM’s from a Measurement page.  

181 Style Folder: Corrected an issue where the BOM & Measurement page name should remain 
the same for its generated Tech Pack. Then if the pages are renamed, a second Tech Pack 
should be generated to reflect the change.  

216 Style Folder: Corrected an issue when using a linked EAV drop-down and changing the Style 
Status field would occasionally render the child field to not display values.  

36 Style SKU page: Corrected an error which occurred within the Style SKU page not transferring 
the selected Size – Alteration selections. 

49 Style SKU page: Corrected an issue where creating a SKU page and selecting dimensions in a 
specific order did not transfer to the finalized SKU page. 

81 Style SKU page: Corrected an issue within the Style SKU page where swapping colorways does 
not function correctly. 

85* Style SKU page:  Corrected an issue where the MDate and MUser information does not update 
at the bottom of the Style SKU and BOM & Costing pages.  

211 Style SKU page: Corrected an issue where users with a lot of BOM data have trouble saving in 
the SKU page.  

281 Style SKU page: Corrected an issue where the Style SKU Batch update area was not working 
when a user selected specific search criteria.   

82 System Configuration: Corrected an issue where non-editable EAV fields were updating based 
on editable fields when using the mass update function.  

87 System Configuration: Corrected the alphabetical sort order for the eavOOTBCountry drop-
down field.  

164 System Configuration: Corrected an issue where users were unable to create or modify any 
materials because the active field was inaccessible.  

143 Tech Pack: Corrected an issue where the Measurement page link did not display within a 
predefined Tech Pack.  

223 Tech Pack: Corrected an issue with an OOTB division field not showing on the Tech Pack 
printouts. 
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